
 Website Support (Tanner Clark) 

o RUNsync – 997 Subscribers 

 ONGOING PROJECT: Weekly automated test.  This will email a report to 

RUNsync admins detailing the results of the test.  We hope this testing will build 

confidence in the system and will eliminate any unforeseen issues when trying 

to push out a message in the future.  This test will be not be notifying 

subscribers. 

 The test will analyze the list of phone numbers and make sure they are 

valid.  If not it will attempt to fix the phone number and then include 

that user’s information in the test summary email. 

 Send test push to Apple for confirmation and validate connection 

 Send test push to Droid for confirmation and validate connection 

 Test a Voice call 

 We are beginning this project immediately. 

 Schedule live test.  This will send a test message to all subscribers.  We will 

analyze the results of these test and act accordingly.  We could schedule the 1st 

Friday in October, February, and June.  

 ONGOING PROJECT (COMPLETED): The Vernon College iOS app is now upgraded 

to the iOS 8 Code Base.  There were big changes to their Push Notification 

System that we completed this week as well. 

o New RunIT CMS Functionality (COMPLETED) 

 Calendar Emails:  You can now specify an email contact for the calendars. 

 Library Enhancements: We added the ability to create a Library from a Folder. 

This means that you can bulk-upload files to a Resources folder and create a 

Library out of it. Resource Titles will be the file name. 

 Bugs fixed: 

 Change Password intermittently reported that the old password was 

incorrect when in fact it was. This has been resolved. 

 Current Page tools did not appear in the toolbox if the page URL ended 

with a forward slash (/). 

o ONGOING PROJECTS 

 Site layouts – We are still moving the pieces in place to convert your website 

into using multiple layouts. 

 Custom Forms – Allow for integration with Third Party APIs.  An example of this 

would be integrating your form with a PayPal account. 

 Videos! – We are in the process of producing videos for each section/module of 

the CMS to greatly expand our self-help section. 


